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Hu Dongbing raised his right hand and motioned to his men to be
quiet.
Then, he sneered at Yash Nics’s so scared Song Pingting, Hong
Daxiang and others, and
said to Yash Nics mockingly: “Come to fight?” The
corner of Yash Nics’s mouth rose slightly: “Are you sure?”
Hu Dongbing sneered. He wanted to answer, but he suddenly
heard the sound of police
sirens coming from the street in the distance.
Then, black special police riot vehicles, like a long black dragon,
roared in.
In the shocked eyes of Hu Dongbing and his men, the scene was
instantly surrounded by
more than one hundred special police explosion-proof vehicles.
One by one, armed police special forces wearing black combat
uniforms, holding
submachine guns, jumped out of the car with agility.
In a few blinks of an eye, Hu Dongbing and hundreds of his men
were completely
surrounded by thousands of heavily armed task forces.
In the shocking gazes of everyone on the scene, the man in the
colonel’s uniform walked to
Yash Nics with strides, saluted and said loudly: “Report, the
Raptors Special Forces colonel,
Dian Chu, led a thousand special forces. Soldiers, now in place,
please give instructions.”
Yash Nics looked at Hu Dongbing and others who were already
stunned, and said lightly:
“Come to fight!”
Thousands of special service fighters on the scene, facing Hu
Dongbing’s gang of
gangsters, shouted. : “Come to fight!”
Huangdang!

The iron pipe in the hands of a small bastard fell to the ground, his
legs trembling raised his
hands, and he trembled: “I surrender…”
Dang, Dang, Dang… There



were hundreds of bastards on the scene, as if they were in their
hands. The weapons
became hot, and everyone rushed to throw them away and
surrendered.
Dangdang!
The machete in the hand of the nine-stripe dragon Hu Dongbing
also fell to the ground, his
eyes filled with fear, and he followed his men and surrendered.
Nonsense, although he is very prestigious in the underground circle
of Mannity.
Even a word can make someone completely disappear from the
world.
But in the face of the current situation, facing thousands of heavily
armed secret service
soldiers.
Not to mention the battle, he felt that he was not too scared to pee
his pants with thousands
of submachine guns pointed at, which was pretty good.
As for fighting, isn’t it stealing confessions from the table of the king
of Hades and seeking
his own death?
Not only Hu Dongbing’s group of gangsters turned pale with fright,
but Song Pingting, as
well as Hong Daxiang and other workers from the demolition team,
were dumbfounded.
Hong Daxiang and other workers looked at Yash Nics and
wondered what Yash Nics came
from.
Why are there so many secret service soldiers here, and the officer
in the uniform of the
colonel must report to Yash Nics respectfully and ask for
instructions.
After Song Pingting’s last operation to save her daughter, her
receptive ability has become a
little stronger. It is speculated that Yash Nics should once again
seek the help of the head of
the year.

She felt that Yash Nics was really lucky. After he was discharged
from the army, the old
chief knew that he had something to do and took care of him in this
way.



When Yash Nics saw Hu Dongbing surrender, he squinted his eyes
and said coldly: “Heh,
what do you mean, didn’t you just say that I was allowed to fight?”
Hu Dongbing bit his head and said, “I don’t know Taishan. this time
I Renzai Mr. somebody
like you, no need to tell me this little guy usually care about you
please when I was ass, let
me go, I’ll take Mr. damages. ”
snapped!
As soon as Hu Dongbing finished speaking, Yash Nics slapped him
fiercely, slapped him
with two teeth, and half of his cheeks became swollen.
Yash Nics said coldly: “When you bully the weak and ordinary
people, have you ever thought
of letting them live? Now you are starting to pretend to be a dead
dog and begging for
mercy?”
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Hu Dongbing is a ruthless man who has taken a lot of blood, even
though he was frightened
by the identity of Yash Nics and so many secret service soldiers.
But the moment he was beaten, his eyes still flashed a touch of
hostility, subconsciously
wanting to attack.
But he quickly restrained it again, hiding the hostile color in his eyes,
covering his face and
lowering his head, not daring to speak, thinking bitterly: You made
you cruel, I was making
trouble at the construction site today. Disrupting public order is
sentenced to a maximum of
three years in prison.
I know I can’t fight you, and after three years I will come out, and I
will kill your family
secretly and make you feel bad.

Yash Nics looked at Hu Dongbing, who lowered his head and did
not say a word, with the
corners of his mouth raised slightly, and said with a sneer: “Are you
thinking now? Even if
you offend me, today’s affairs are not big. Disrupting the order will
be sentenced to one or



two years at most. Waiting for you Come out and take revenge on
me or my family?”
Hu Dongbing raised his head and looked at Yash Nics in horror, but
argued: “I dare not…”
Yash Nics looked at Hu Dongbing indifferently, and said lightly:
“You accept It doesn’t matter
if you don’t admit it, or if you dare or dare, because you have no
future.”
Hu Dongbing heard Yash Nics’s words, his heart trembled, and he
seemed to realize
something. He cried out in shock and fear: “I I know you must be a
very powerful and
powerful person, but so many people are watching, you can’t
avenge your personal revenge .” He said that, suddenly toward the
workers such as Hong
Daxiang, as well as the passers-by and the audience who stopped
to look in the distance
shouted: “
Public revenge has been reported , and some big people have
reported private revenge .
Everyone should take video and take pictures. Everyone will testify
to me.” “I, Hu Dongbing,
is just disturbing public order, but he threatened me to die. If I really
have an accident,
everyone will help me expose his evil deeds. ! ”
Ning looked at the clown’s Hudong Bing, light, said:” I told enough
yet “?
Hudong Bing action froze, looked alarmed Ning.
Yash Nics calmly said: “The crimes you have committed over the
years are exhausted, and it
is not enough to shoot you ten times. You deserve it when you have
committed it.”
Hu Dongbing heard Yash Nics’s words and was completely scared.
His eyes were full of
horror, but he made the last struggle: “I don’t know what you say,
don’t want to plant me?”
“Plant?”
Yash Nics sneered, “I need to plant you? I can kill you with just one
phone call. All the
bottoms are up, Dian Chu!”

Dian Chu understood and immediately made a call.



Only five minutes later, Dian Chu’s cell phone rang.
Dian Chu connected the phone, pressed the hands-free button, and
then heard a loud and
powerful voice from the phone, and quickly read:
“In 2003, Hu Dongbing lost money in Tianhai City, suspecting that
the dealer Xu Baoming
made a thousand dollars. , to kill; ” ”
the same year, Hudong Bing fled in Gimhae, gathered around a
bunch of fellow culprits, a
brawl, personally hacked to death nine people; ” ”
2005, local businessmen charged five million commission, killing
one foreign businessman
Liang Youcai Six mouths…”
Hu Dongbing opened his eyes wide, his face as gray as death.
Many of the crimes he committed in the past were very hidden
crimes, and they were picked
up one by one.
Every time the person on the phone reads a crime of his, his face
becomes desperate.
The expression he looked at Yash Nics was also full of fear.
Yash Nics was able to expose all the unsuccessful cases he had
made in the past few
minutes with a casual sentence, which shows Yash Nics’s ability to
pass the sky.
The people around were looking at Hu Dongbing angrily. Everyone
knew that Hu Dongbing
was not a good stubborn, but he didn’t expect this person to be a
demon who killed
countless people.
In Dian Chu’s cell phone, a crime committed by Hu Dongbing over
the years is still being
traced.
Yash Nics coldly interrupted and said, “Okay, don’t read it anymore.
I don’t want to listen to
this guy’s evil deeds. These crimes alone are enough to send him
to hell.”

Hu Dongbing stood unsteadily and weakly. Kneeling on the ground
with a thump, like a
beast on the verge of death, begging to look at Yash Nics, hoarsely
said: “Please, let me
go…”



Yash Nics said coldly: “When you go to hell, tell the king. “
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Ning finished, he commanded Code Chu said:. “These people left
out of their removal to the
police, at the same time to send them all the evidence together in
the past, be severely dealt
with.”
“Yes, sir !”
Dian Chu gave Yash Nics a resounding and powerful military salute,
and then commanded
the special soldiers on the scene to take Hu Dongbing and others
away.
Hong Daxiang and the workers of the demolition team waited for
the special service
soldiers on the scene to withdraw before they recovered from the
shock.
Song Pingting also asked softly: “Yash Nics, explain, what’s the
matter. Why are so many
secret service soldiers dispatched to arrest Hu Dongbing?”
Yash Nics blinked and smiled: “I didn’t tell you. Have you ever
worked? I have been a soldier
for a few years before. It happened to be my former chief who led
soldiers in Mannity during
this period of anti-terrorism exercises. Hu Dongbing and his group
were unlucky and hit the
gun.”
Hong Daxiang also asked curiously: ” But just now I saw the colonel,
he
salutes you and treats you respectfully.” Song Pingting and others
also looked at Yash Nics,
waiting for Yash Nics’s explanation.
Yash Nics smiled and said, “They are probably for the sake of my
former chief, so they are
more polite to me.”

Hong Daxiang and others believed it was true, and finally believed
that Yash Nics was an
ordinary veteran.
This time, Hu Dongbing and his gang were unlucky, and they
happened to encounter the
anti-terrorism operation above, which happened to bring Hu
Dongbing and the others in one



pot.
This is called multiple acts of unrighteousness will kill itself.
Only Song Pingting frowned and looked at Yash Nics suspiciously.
She always feels that it is not that simple, but Yash Nics’s
explanation is reasonable and
seems reasonable.
Yash Nics turned off the topic and said, “Well, this group of
gangsters have been arrested.
The demolition team will make arrangements and get ready to
resume work!” In the
evening, news time.
Song family mansion, dining room.
Mr. Song, Song Zhongxiong and Song Zhongping, important
members of the Song family,
were sitting together for dinner, and news from local TV stations
was shown on the TV in
the dining room.
Father Song asked, “Zhongxiong, I remember that today is the day
when Ningda Company
officially started to demolish Haitang City Village? How
did Jiuwenlong do things for us?” Song Zhongxiong smiled and
said, “Dad, I have already
asked this morning. According to Long Ge, he sent someone to
smash the excavators and
earthmoving trucks of the Ningda Company’s demolition team. He
also injured the Ningda
Company’s demolition workers. Let’s say that Ningda doesn’t want
to carry out this project.
Go down.”
“I had a meeting at Mingda Company in the afternoon. I just came
back. I haven’t asked
Brother Long about the recent progress.”

Father Song said with satisfaction, “Very well, you can make a call
now. Tell Jiuwenlong and
let him It’s a lot of trouble. You must let Song Pingting know that
she can’t handle this
project and force her to come to our house for help.”
Song Zhongxiong said yes, and then took out his mobile phone to
call Hu Dongbing.
But after making the call, he was stunned.



Father Song, Song Zhongping, Song Haoming, Ge Meili and others
looked at Song
Zhongxiong in amazement, and asked, “What’s wrong?”
Song Zhongxiong said with a puzzled face, “If you are prompted to
turn off the phone, it
might be that Brother Long’s phone is dead. ? the ”
Song Haoming suddenly, pointing to a huge LCD TV on the wall,
exclaimed:” look, Ge, he
was on TV “!
Song everyone heard shouted look to television, I saw on the TV
news, Teams of secret
service fighters were escorting criminals into the car.
Then, the camera shows one of the arrested criminals with a
close-up face, which is the
Jiuwenlong Hu Dongbing.
At the same time, the voice of the news broadcaster was heard on
TV: “Today, the city
carried out an anti-crime operation and arrested a gang of criminals
who committed many
crimes. The first thief was Hu Dongbing, who committed several
murders. This time, the law
will wait for him. Severe punishment…”
Everyone in the Song family was dumbfounded. After a while, Song
Zhongxiong said with
difficulty: “Brother Long, it’s over?”
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Song Qingsong’s family saw Jiuwenlong being caught in the news,
they were all
dumbfounded.

Soon, Song Zhongxiong called through his relationship to find out
the truth of the matter.
After he finished the call, he smiled bitterly and said to Song
Qingsong and the others: “Dad,
it is said that there was a chief who led the troops in a
counter-terrorism exercise in China
Shipping recently. Brother Long and the others happened to hit the
gunpoint this time, and
they were easily treated by them. It’s done.”
Song Qingsong’s family looked at each other when they heard this.
Song Zhongping suddenly realized: “I just said Song Pingting and
his family, how could they



have such a great ability, called the special service fighters to deal
with Long and the others.
It turned out that Long and the others were unlucky, and they
happened to run into this stall.
. ”
Song Qingsong face can not be reconciled:”! Song Ping Ting a little
slut, really blind dog
feces hit, go shit ah ”
Song Zhongxiong said:” dad, I think the pressure is reapplied to
give Song Painting ”
Song Qingsong frowned and said, “Jiuwenlong Hu Dongbing and
the group have been
arrested. Is there any way you can force Song Pingting to hand
over the project to us?”
Song Zhongxiong smiled and said, “Zhongsheng Group’s.
President Cao Jianbin, he has
always been very interested in the Haitang Shopping Plaza
project.”
“We can find him to cooperate and let him be responsible for
exerting pressure on Song
Pingting .” Song Qingsong’s eyes lit up and said in surprise:
“Zhongsheng Group has great
strength. Hou, Cao Jianbin used any means casually. Song
Pingting’s Ningda company was
about to be destroyed. After she got into trouble, she would
definitely be forced to come to
our home for help. By then, the Haitang Shopping Plaza project
would be completed
logically. Back to our hands.”
Song Zhongxiong nodded and said: “Yes, we can choose to
cooperate with Zhongsheng
Group to complete this project at that time. It is not guaranteed that
we will be able to marry
the Cao family and climb the Cao family.
Where’s the big tree.” Song Qingsong was stunned: “What do you
mean by marriage?”

Song Zhongxiong said with a smirk: “Dad, Cao Jianbin is actually
very interested in Song
Pingting .” Song Qingsong and others were a little stunned when
they heard Song
Zhongxiong’s words.



Cao Jianbin is fifty years old this year. He has married three wives,
all of whom are dead.
Now he is a widower.
However, he is the president of Zhongsheng Group, a well-known
rich man in the Chinese
society.
Song Qingsong frowned and said, “Song Pingting gave birth to a
child out of wedlock, and
now she is still confused with that crippled man namedYash Nics.
Boss Cao has great
financial power and extraordinary status. Will he look down on
Song
Pingting ?” Song Zhongxiong smiled Said: “Dad, you don’t need to
worry about this level.
Boss Cao, doesn’t like girls, but only likes young women, just like
Song
Pingting .” Song Qingsong was relieved after hearing this, “That’s
good, if Boss Cao really I
saw Song Pingting, that was the blessing of that little bitch.”
… In the
next few days, Song Pingting’s Ningda Company officially
demolished the old buildings in
Haitang City Village.
As the saying goes, when an excavator rang, gold is ten thousand
taels.
After the construction team started, Ningda Company spent money
just like running water.
When Song Pingting founded Ningda Company, she took 5 million
yuan in start-up capital
fromYash Nics.
When the construction just started,Yash Nics added another 20
million.
But in terms of funding, Ningda is still very tight.
Song Pingting began to worry about funds, but she didn’t talk
toYash Nics again.

After all, in her opinion,Yash Nics was buying a car and a house,
andYash Nics from Nanjing
University also took out the money twice.
She estimated thatYash Nics’s money had already been spent
almost, and she was too
embarrassed to useYash Nics’s money again.



However, the Haitang Shopping Plaza project has just begun, and
there are still more places
to burn money, and many places need to be advanced.
Song Pingting thought about it, and felt that the only way now was
to increase investment.
As a result, she actively contacted several powerful consortium
companies in the past two
days, and brought her prepared investment plan to attract
investment everywhere.
As a result, hit a wall everywhere!
Basically all the owners of the consortium think that Haitang
Shopping Plaza is a good
project.
But Song Pingting is too young and has little qualifications, and
Ningda Company is weak.
They were not optimistic about Song Pingting and Ningda
Company, so they refused to
invest.
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evening, Song Pingting returned home carrying a briefcase and
dragging her exhausted
body.
At home, Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli had just made a sumptuous
dinner, while Yash Nics
was playing with his daughter on the sofa.
When the daughter saw Song Pingting, she trot over immediately
and giggled: “Mom, you
are back, come and play games with us.”
Song Pingting bends over and kisses her daughter softly, “Mom.”

I’m so tired at work. I’ll spend a day with you on the weekend,
okay?” Song Qingqing nodded
obediently: “Well, mother, sit down, and my father and I will give
you a kick on the back.”
Song Pingting was pulled by her daughter. Sitting down on the sofa,
her daughter pressed
her shoulders herself, and at the same time she told Yash Nics to
say: “Dad, I will press my
mother’s shoulders, and you should press my mother’s feet quickly.
Mom works to make
money to support the family. It’s hard work.”



Song Pingting Qiao Blushing, he said no to Yash Nics in
embarrassment and don’t listen to
the child.
But Yash Nics had already reached out and picked up her feet in
high heels, and could not
help taking off her stiletto heels.
Putting her feet on her own laps, while gently pressing her beautiful
feet through the
stockings, she smiled and said, “Qingqing is right. Mom has worked
hard, and Dad has to
wait for mom.”
Song Pingting’s face blushed, struggling twice, but couldn’t get rid
of it, and she was a bit
embarrassed.
Fortunately, after a while, Ma Xiaoli came over from the dining
room and shouted: “What are
you doing, ready to eat.”
Song Pingting was frightened and forcibly moved her feet away
from Yash Nics’s legs and
wore them in a panic.
Going on the high heels, she replied: ” Okay , eat.” Ma Xiaoli
showed an ambiguous smile on
her face, pretending to see nothing, holding her granddaughter,
and heading towards the
dining room first.
Song Pingting put on her shoes, and whispered to Yash Nics next
to her in shame: “It’s all on
you, let mom see the joke, right?”
Yash Nics smiled, did not answer Song Pingting, but asked faintly:
“Seeing that you seem to
be very busy these days, and you are still frowning. Is there
something wrong with the
company? Tell me?”

Song Ping Ting shook her head, “It’s okay. It’s just that I want to
attract a few investors
recently, but everyone is not optimistic about Ningda Company,
and they don’t want to
invest.”
Yash Nics heard it and said meaningfully: “Don’t worry, you can’t
guarantee it. In a few days,
they will cry and beg you to invest in them.”



Song Pingting couldn’t laugh or cry: “Yash Nics, you really want to
be beautiful.” The
family sat down for dinner, and the food was very rich.
However, Song Pingting had just eaten a few bites, and suddenly
her mobile phone rang.
She took her cellphone and walked to the balcony to answer the
call. She came back a few
minutes later, her expression a bit abnormal.
Yash Nics asked calmly, “What’s wrong?”
Song Pingting said, “It was a call from Cao Jianbin, President of
Zhongsheng Group. He said
that he wanted to invest in the Haitang Shopping Plaza project. Let
me go to Junan Hotel to
talk to him now.”
Yash Nics said lightly: “Aren’t you pulling investment? Someone is
willing to invest. That’s a
good thing, but how do you think you are a little hesitant?”
Song Pingting said with a bitter smile: “Zhongsheng Group is strong,
and Cao’s family is
also the top giant in China Shipping. . Boss Cao wants to invest in
our project, which is a
good thing. But what I wonder is that I haven’t asked him to invest.
How did he know that I’m
investing in investment and contact me proactively?”
She hesitated and added: “ In addition, I heard that Cao Jianbin’s
private life is a bit unruly,
so hesitate to see him?”
Yash Nics said indifferently, “In that case, I will drive with you to see
if he invests sincerely. ”
In fact, Song Pingting said that Cao Jianbin’s private life was
improper, which is already a
very euphemism.

Many people know that Cao Jianbin is a well-known old pervert,
and many businesswomen
are afraid to negotiate business with him.
When she heard Yash Nics accompany her to see Cao Jianbin, she
was relieved a lot, and
nodded and said, “That’s good, but your impulsive temperament
must be restrained and you
can’t hit people casually.”



Yash Nics smiled and said, “Don’t worry. I don’t hit people casually,
but I don’t hit people
casually.”
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Junan Hotel, in the Jade Box.
Over fifty years old, Cao Jianbin, who is obese, is drinking red wine
with Song Haoming and
Ge Meili. There are a few bodyguards in suits and leather shoes
standing around him.
Ge Meili stood next to Cao Jianbin at this time, bent down to pour
the wine to Cao Jian, and
said in kindness: “Boss Cao, our husband and wife are juniors. In
the future, you elders, but
take care of us juniors.”
Cao Jianbin squinted. Squinting at Ge Meili, wearing a cheongsam,
when he took the red
wine that Ge Meili handed over, he calmly touched Ge Meili’s hand
twice, and said with an
ambiguous smile: “Hehe, other benefits of my old Cao No, I like to
get along with you young
people. I especially like to take care of the beautiful juniors like Miss
Ge, hahaha.”
Ge Meili tweeted , ” Death!”
Song Haoming was beside him, laughing stupidly.
At this moment, there were two clear knocks on the door suddenly.
Then the door of the box was opened, and a waiter came in with a
pair of handsome men
and beautiful women.

The waiter respectfully said: “Mr. Cao, Miss Song is here.”
It turned out that the two handsome men and beauties who came in
were Yash Nics and
Song Pingting.
Only when Song Pingting came in knew that not only Boss Cao
was here, but Song Haoming
and Ge Meili were also there.
Since her family was kicked out of the family, she has completely
disliked the people of the
Song family.
Seeing Song Haoming and Ge Meili at this time, she was taken
aback for a moment, and



then coldly said: “You are here, it’s not that a family doesn’t enter
the house. Since you are
here, then I don’t need to be here anymore and say goodbye.”
After she finished speaking, she wanted to leave with Yash Nics.
But Song Haoming stood up and deliberately said, “Song Pingting,
why are you doing this?”
Ge Meili also came over and said: “Yes, you are here tonight to
discuss investment with
Boss Cao. In business, business, and personal feelings, this is your
fault .” Cao Jianbin also walked over now. , Said with a smile: “Miss
Song, feelings belong to
feelings, and business belongs to business. This time I am going to
invest a lot of money in
your project, and I also actively invite you to meet and talk. But you
just have to leave, which
is a little bit of inconvenience to me Is Cao’s face
saved ?” Song Pingting also felt that business should not be
sentimental. Now the company
is in short supply of funds and urgently needs a consortium to
invest.
Besides, the Cao family is the top giant of Mannity, and Cao Jianbin
takes all of the black
and white in Mannity.
If you offend him, then she basically doesn’t want to do business in
Mannity.
She forcibly calmed her mood, squeezed out a smile, and said:
“What Boss Cao said is that I
was emotional. Okay, I see Boss Cao’s love, and I will stay and talk
about investment
matters.”

Cao Jianbin smiled. He said, “That’s right, come and sit down and
talk.”
He said, one hand stretched out to Song Pingting’s waist, and he
wanted to sit down with his
arms around Song Pingting.
But just halfway through his hand, Yash Nics had already stretched
out his hand suddenly
and held it together.
Yash Nics looked at Cao Jianbin with a smile: “Boss Cao, it’s nice
to meet you.”
Cao Jianbin looked at Yash Nics in fright: “Who are you?”



Song Pingting noticed Cao Jianbin’s actions just now. She was just
about to dodge, but she
did not expect that Yash Nics had already cleverly stopped Cao
Jianbin’s wiping.
She looked at Cao Jianbin a little wary at this time and introduced:
“He is Yash Nics, my
husband.”
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Cao Jianbin looked at Yash Nics, and said without a smile: “It turns
out that it is Miss Song’s
husband. I don’t know where he is?”
Yash Nics said lightly, “Guarding the family and defending the
country.” ! ”
Cao Jianbin eyes wide open:”? what ”
Song Haoming said, grinning:” Cao boss, you do not listen to his
boast that he actually used
to be a poor soldier, now retired, and was not working Xianhan. “.
Cao Jianbin Hearing this, he mocked Yash Nics and said, “Oh, this
is the first time I have
seen a poor soldier.
He speaks so noble.” After he finished speaking, he pulled his hand
directly from Yash Nics’s
hand, disdain to talk to Yash Nics. The humble vagrant shook
hands.

Song Haoming and Ge Meili both looked at Yash Nics and Song
Pingting fortunately.
Song Pingting looked at Yash Nics with some worry. She was
afraid that Yash Nics would
hurt her self-esteem, and she was also afraid that Yash Nics would
get angry and beat
others. After all, Yash Nics was never used to others.
Song Pingting held Yash Nics’s hand tightly and defended Yash
Nics: “Without soldiers,
there will be no peace. Soldiers are responsible for
defending their homes and the country. I think Yash Nics is right,
and soldiers are already
glorious and noble!” Cao Jianbin coveted Song Pingting’s body
naturally wouldn’t quarrel
with Song Pingting. He immediately followed Song Pingting’s words
with a smile and said,



“Miss Song’s words are reasonable, and my old Cao is convinced.
Come, everyone sit
down.”
After Cao Jianbin sat down with Song Haoming, Ge Meili, and Yash
Nics and Song Pingting.
Cao Jianbin asked his subordinates to bring out a bottle of red wine,
which turned out to be
a bottle of top red wine worth millions of Roman Kangti.
Roman Conti red wine is the world’s top red wine, and the famous
Lafite becomes a
beggar’s wine in front of it.
Cao Jianbin wanted to show off his money charm in front of Song
Pingting.
He believes that few women can achieve the charm of money,
especially Song Pingting, a
woman whose company is short of funds.
Both Song Haoming and Ge Meili were stunned by Cao Jianbin’s
heroic deeds. There are
many people who can afford to drive a million-dollar luxury car, but
there are really few
people who can afford a million bottles of red wine.
Ge Meili opened the bottle herself, poured the red wine into the
decanter, and then poured
the wine for everyone herself.
Cao Jianbin picked up the wine glass and said with a smile: “Come
on, I will toast everyone,
Miss Song, Xiaoming, Xiaoli, who else?”

Song Pingting: “Yash Nics!”
Cao Jianbin smiled: “Yes. And I also respect Yash Nics. Look at my
memory, and I forgot it
in a blink of an eye.”
Everyone at the scene knew that Cao Jianbin deliberately buried
Yash Nics and mocked
Yash Nics as an unknown pawn, and he didn’t deserve to be
remembered.
Yash Nics smiled and said: “It’s okay, it will be hard for you to forget
me in the future.”
Cao Jianbin vaguely felt a hint of sharpness from Yash Nics’s
words, he sneered and said:
“Not necessarily, I manage everything every day. The funds
handled every day Just over 100



million, there are countless dignitaries that I know every day.
Ordinary people, I really can’t
remember.”
Song Pingting sensed the smell of gunpowder in the air, and she
quickly said, “Drink, drink.”
After that, she drank first. The red wine in the glass is a respect
first.
Cao Jianbin smiled, and had a drink with Song Haoming and Ge
Meili.
However, after Cao Jianbin took a sip of his wine, he suddenly said
to Yash Nics: “Yash Nics,
as you, hasn’t the ability to drink such an advanced red bar in your
life?”
Cao Jianbin said, Song Haoming told Ge Beauty looked at Yash
Nics gloating.
They knew that Boss Cao did it intentionally.
Deliberately show strength in front of Song Pingting, while taunting
Yash Nics.
Then the images of Boss Cao and Yash Nics will be judged high
and low in front of Song
Pingting.
Song Pingting must dislike Yash Nics ashamed, and naturally
admire Boss Cao, then Boss
Cao will be able to capture Song Pingting’s heart.
Boss Cao has a great play!

The eyes of everyone in the box fell on Yash Nics, wanting to see
Yash Nics’s shame,
incompetent, furious appearance.
Song Pingting worries about Yash Nics’s self-esteem injury. She is
already considering
giving up accepting Cao Jianbin’s investment and leaving directly
with Yash Nics.
She would rather not invest than her husband would be humiliated.
However, Yash Nics did not change his face.
Under the gaze of everyone, he picked up the red wine glass, took
a light sip of the wine,
then vomited, put the wine glass down, and said coldly: “Fake
wine.”
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Everyone at the scene opened their eyes wide, and everyone
looked at Cao Jianbin in



surprise.
Cao Jianbin’s face sank, and his voice became severe: “Boy, you
can eat rice but you can’t
talk nonsense.”
“I kindly entertain you with top-quality red wine, but you slander me
as fake wine. Today, if
you can’t prove that this wine is) Fake, I want you to swallow all the
wine bottles in your
stomach!”
Boss Cao was angry and the consequences were serious!
Song Haoming and his wife gloated at Yash Nics. Yash Nics dared
to say that Boss Cao’s
top red wine was fake wine. Isn’t this slapped Boss Cao in the
face?
If Yash Nics can’t prove that this bottle of wine is a fake wine
tonight, I’m afraid it will be
Boss Cao’s bodyguards, who will cork the whole wine bottle to
Yash Nics and swallow it.
When Song Pingting saw Cao Jianbin’s anger, she also became
anxious.

The investment is not small tonight. If Cao Jianbin is offended,
Yash Nics will be retaliated
against by Cao Jianbin.
She quickly stood up, pulled Yash Nics, and apologized: “Boss Cao,
I rarely drink red wine on
a fair day. He doesn’t have a high level of wine tasting. I will
apologize for him when he said
something wrong, okay?”
Yash Nics He said lightly: “My wife, there is no need to apologize to
him, although I prefer
our Chinese white wine to red wine. But whether Roman Kangti is
true or not, it can still be
drunk.”
Yash Nics said here, his eyes fell on Cao Jianbin said coldly: “It’s a
good thing that you want
to invest in our project, but I think you are a drunkard who doesn’t
want to drink. You just
look down on me, and use such a bottle of fake wine to fool
everyone. It’s too much.”
Cao Jianbin said angrily: “You keep saying that this is a fake wine.
If I can prove that this



bottle of wine is true, what will you do?”
Yash Nics said indifferently : “If you can prove that it is true,
everything You decide.”
Cao Jianbin sneered: “Okay, if I prove that this bottle of wine is true,
you can give me this
bottle to eat. If you don’t eat it, I will let my subordinates force you to
eat it.”
Yash Nics’s mouth rose slightly: ” What if it turns out that this bottle
of wine is a fake?”
Cao Jianbin’s eyes flashed with panic, but disappeared in an
instant. He raised his head and
said loudly, “If it is fake, I will leave it to you.”
Yash Nics smiled. Said: “Well, if it turns out that this bottle is fake in
the end, I don’t need
you to swallow the bottle. You can use this bottle to smash your
pig’s head.”
Song Haoming and his wife don’t think it’s too much of the
excitement. He laughed beside
him and said that they were notaries.
Song Pingting didn’t expect that Yash Nics and Cao Jianbin would
be even better, and they
would bet on the spot.
She wanted to stop it at this time, but it was too late.

She was so anxious that she shook Yash Nics’s hand very
nervously, and whispered
anxiously: “Yash Nics, what is the identity of Boss Cao? How could
his wine be fake? Why
are you angry with him? What should you do if you lose? ”
Yash Nics said
calmly: ” Whether he has money, and whether this bottle of wine is
fake or not has no
inevitable relationship. This bottle is fake wine, and we will not
lose.” Cao Jianbin sneered
when he heard Yash Nics’s words. : “I don’t know the height of the
mud legs, I want you to
be convinced tonight.” After
he said, he ordered one of his subordinates: “You, go and call the
chief appraiser of the hotel
to me and personally appraise it. My bottle of Roman Kangti, is it
true or not?” The
subordinates



respectfully said: “Yes, boss!”
Not long after, Cao Jianbin’s subordinates called the chief
appraiser of Junan Hotel Zhai
Younian.
Junan Hotel is one of the most famous five-star hotels in China
Overseas. Zhai Younian is
also a well-known wine appraiser in the wine culture circle of China
Overseas. He is also the
chief wine appraiser of Junan Hotel.
When Cao Jianbin saw Zhai Younian, he immediately waved his
hand and said, “Expert Zhai,
you are here. Some people say that Cao’s bottle of top Roman
Kangti is a fake wine. You
come to taste and taste it on the spot. I will prove to everyone that
this wine is Is it true?”
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Zhai Younian walked over quickly, shook hands with Cao Jianbin,
and then smiled: “The top
Roman Kangti, the best red wine in the world. I must taste it
carefully and determine the true
and false seriously. .”

Ge Meili had already personally picked up the decanter and poured
a small glass of red wine
again. Shi Shiran came over and handed the red wine to Zhai
Younian.
She smiled and said: “I have watched Mr. Zhai’s wine tasting
lecture on TV. Mr. Zhai has a
deep research on red wine, is knowledgeable, and the young
woman admires it. This time I
was able to witness Mr. Zhai’s tasting of the true and false red wine.
It is really us. It’s an
honour to be here.”
Zhai Younian proudly took the wine glass and smiled reservedly:
“This young lady has
passed the award.” Cao Jianbin urged: “Expert Zhai, you hurry up
and taste it. I want to let
some unknowingly so-called mud legs lose. He was convinced.”
Zhai Younian nodded, and then he shook the wine glass twice,
shaking the red wine in the
glass to sober up the wine.



Then he closed his eyes, put the wine glass under the tip of his
nose, and lightly sniffed the
aroma of the wine, instantly revealing an intoxicated expression.
Then, he took a light sip of the red wine, and then showed an
extremely intoxicated
expression like drinking a fairy.
He opened his eyes and said excitedly: “It is this incomparable
taste. This 100% is a
90-year-old Roman Conti red wine. It is absolutely correct.”
Zhai Younian’s words fell, and Song Pingting, who was always
worried, was pretty. His face
instantly turned pale.
Song Haoming picked up the red wine bottle from the side of the
table. It did say that it was
produced in 90 years in French. He was pleasantly surprised and
said: “God, expert Zhai
tasted the wine really accurately. It is indeed the top-quality Kande
red wine of the 1990s.”
Ge Meili smiled and said: “So, this bottle of wine is real, Yash Nics,
you have lost.”
Cao Jianbin and others’ eyes all fell on Yash Nics, Cao Jianbin
looked at Yash Nics, and said
with a sneer: “You Lost, now you ate the bottle yourself, or let some
of my bodyguards help
you?”

Song Pingting was very anxious. She just wanted to intercede with
Cao Jianbin, but Yash
Nics smiled and said: “Am I losing?”
Cao Jianbin said with a sullen face: “There are already experts on
the spot that this is real
wine. Don’t lose, huh, aren’t you planning to shame on it?”
Yash Nics looked at Zhai Younian mockingly, and said, “Just
relying on you, the so-called
expert, drank a sip of alcohol and showed a comfortable expression
after constipation was
unblocked. Then he Saying this wine is real, is it real?” When
Zhai Younian heard Yash Nics’s words, he was furious: “Ignorant
boy, do you dare to
question my wine
appreciating ability!” Cao Jianbin also said coldly: ” Boy, it seems
that you are really going to



cheat. Come, help him swallow this wine bottle for me!” As
soon as Cao Jianbin’s voice fell, the door of the box was suddenly
pushed open.
A group of people filed in, headed by an obese old man in a retro
Tang suit, blushing, holding
a bottle of red wine tightly in his arms, and looking around when he
came in, he asked
excitedly: “Mr. Yash , May I ask who is Mr. Yash?”
Cao Jianbin saw the red-faced old man, and blurted out in shock:
“Ah, the richest man in
China Sea, Xiao Zhiyuan, Xiao old!” Xiao
Zhiyuan: “Little Cao, you are here too!”
Although Cao Jianbin is Mannity Hehe A well-known rich man, but
regardless of his wealth,
qualifications, and contacts, he is far inferior to Xiao Zhiyuan.
He smiled flatly and said: “Yeah, how come you, Xiao Lao?”
Xiao Zhiyuan hadn’t spoken yet. A man with a Chinese character
face beside him had
already spoken loudly and forcefully: “I and Xiao Lao are entrusted
by others. The wine is for
Mr. Yash Nics.”
Cao Jianbin was surprised when he saw the man with the national
character face.

This man with the face of the country character is no one else, he is
the head of the China
Shipping Food and Drug Administration, Zhao Jianhui, and Zhao
Ju.
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Cao Jianbin looked at Xiao Lao and Zhao Ju with shocked
expressions. He said, “Are you
here to give Yash Nics wine?”
The others in the box were also very shocked.
Xiao Lao, the richest man worth hundreds of billions of dollars in
China Shipping, and Zhao
Bureau of the Food and Drug Administration.
We even brought wine to Yash Nics overnight together. How much
face is Yash Nics?
Xiao Lao said: “Yes, we are here to bring Mr. Yash the wine, where
is Mr. Yash?”
Yash Nics smiled and said, “I am Yash Nics.”



Xiao Lao, Zhao Jianhui and the others immediately came to him.
Next to Yash Nics, he
handed the red wine in his hand to Yash Nics like a treasure, and
said with a smile: “Mr.
Yash, I heard that you want to drink a good Roman Kande, I
immediately brought this
90-year-old Kande red wine from my collection. ”
Xiao Zhiyuan and Zhao Jianhui suddenly received a call. A school
officer named Dian Chu
asked them to send a bottle of Kande wine here to Mr. Yash.
Xiao Zhiyuan and Zhao Jianhui heard that such a school officer
was the captain of the
guard of the North Army Marshal, and the confidant in front of the
Marshal.
Therefore, they both dared not neglect at all, and hurried over.
Yash Nics picked up the red wine handed by Xiao Zhiyuan, glanced
at it, then smiled and
said, “Lao Xiao, Zhao Ju, you are here just right. Cao Jianbin also
took a bottle of Kandi red
wine to show off in front of me just now. You two gave me Look,
whether his bottle

of Kandi red wine is true or not .” When Yash Nics said this, Cao
Jianbin’s expression
changed not far away.
Xiao Zhiyuan frowned when he heard this: “In 90 years, Kangdi
only produced 7,440 bottles.
Now more than 30 years have passed. Now the rest is rare. My
hobby is to collect all kinds
of top red wines. If China Shipping has a second bottle of real The
90-year-old Kande red
wine must be in my cellar.”
“So, I don’t need to look at it, I can conclude that his bottle must be
a fake wine.
Yash Nics smiled lightly and said: “No, I have an appointment with
Boss Cao. You two
should give me a serious evaluation.”
Xiao Zhiyuan and Zhao Jianhui appraised Cao Jianbin’s bottle of
red wine on the spot.
Xiao Zhiyuan is the richest man in China Shipping. Most of China
Shipping’s top wines are in



his wine cellar collection. No one dares to doubt his ability to
appreciate the authenticity of
red wines.
Zhao Jianhui is from the Food and Drug Administration. He came
from the grassroots level.
He has been responsible for counterfeit medicines and alcohol for
decades, and he has also
developed a pair of eye-catching eyes.
The two of them quickly came to the identification results. Xiao
Zhiyuan stared at Cao
Jianbin and Zhai Younian, and said coldly: “You two, dare you say
this bottle is real wine?”
Zhai Younian trembled like chaff. Said: “Old Xiao, when Boss Cao’s
men found me, they
asked me to say this in private. He gave me 30,000
yuan in benefits and asked me to describe the fake wine as real
wine. I knew it was wrong.”
Cao Jianbin’s expression was on his face. It’s even more ugly, it
can be said to be a scandal.
He looked at Yash Nics in surprise, and said bitterly: “Good boy, I
underestimated you, you
can ask Mr. Xiao and Bureau Zhao to escort you. Okay, I’ll admit it
tonight, let’s go another
day. Look.” After
Cao Jianbin finished speaking, he wanted to leave with his
subordinates dingy.

But Yash Nics coldly called him: “Wait, it is confirmed that your
bottle is a fake wine. If you
lose, you want to go like this?”
Cao Jianbin just wanted to speak, and Yash Nics had suddenly
picked up the fake wine
bottle. , Slammed on Cao Jianbin’s forehead like lightning.
With a snap, the red wine bottle was shattered and Cao Jianbin’s
face was covered with
blood.
Yash Nics threw away half of the wine bottle in his hand and said
indifferently: “This is a
little lesson for you, don’t hit my wife’s idea in the future, or you will
die miserably.”


